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Using of intermediate position (accessories) 

 

 
DANGER 

This device is intended solely for the purpose in use with swivel units of  
F. Wagner GmbH. Consider, use and see all information of “Installation and 
Operating Instructions, Swivel Unit”. Any other use or modification of the device 
without the written consent of the manufacturer is deemed improper.  
 
Modification without written agreement will lead to serious injuries. 
The manufacturer accepts no liability for resultant damage. The risk is borne solely by 
the operator. The device may only be put into operation when it has been ensured that 
all safety devices have been installed and are fully functional. 

 

Intermediate position units make it possible to move to a so-called intermediate position or “third 

position” in a range of about 90°. For example, in an application with end positions at 0° and 

180° it is possible to move to the middle at 90°. The intermediate position units come in various 

versions, each suitable for the particular size of swivel unit and can be complemented with 

proximity switches and shock absorbers.  

 

 

ZWP-4-SE in use with shock absorbers  
 

 ZWP-4-SE is delivered with a spacer and a metal ball (dia =4 

mm, enclosed).  

 Please mount the spacer between shock absorber nut and 

ZWP-4-SE, to be able to tighten the hex-nut of the shock 

absorber (distance between piston-rod is smaller than the hex-

nut). 
 If using shock absorbers of other manufacturers the enclosed 

ball can be pressed in the blind hole of ZWP-4-SE to affect 

stroke. 
 

 

 

Information for proper work of intermediate positions see operating instructions Swivel-

Unit, chapter 5.5.1, pages 38+  

 Piston adjustment acc. Table in operating instruction.  

 For speed settings for the intermediate position unit use only upstream supply air regulator. 

 For speed settings for the swivel-unit use exhaust regulators. 

 Use 3/2 valves. 

 ZWP-4-SE and ZWP-SE-6 cannot work against a pressurized system. 

 Depending on masses use shock absorbers to avoid bouncing. 

 

ZWP-4-SES  

 ZWP-4-SES cannot be fitted with a hydraulic shock absorber. 
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Spare-Parts-List ZWP-4-SE and ZWP-6-SE 
 

 
 

Spare-Parts-List ZWP-4-SES 
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Spare-Parts-List ZWP-6-SES / ZWP-9-SE / ZWP-9-SES 

 
 
 

Friedemann Wagner GmbH 

Robert-Bosch-Straße 5 

D-78559 Gosheim / Germany 
 

Telefon: +49 (0) 7426 / 94900-0 

Telefax:  +49 (0) 7426 / 94900-9 

Internet: http://www.wagnerautomation.de 

Email: info@wagnerautomation.de 
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